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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
DATES TO
REMEMBER:

(if allowed due to COVID
restrictions):

SEPTEMBER
Friday 17th
Footy Day
Wear your club colours
TERM 3 ENDS
2.30PM

OCTOBER
Monday 4th
TERM 4 BEGINS
9.00am - Whole School
Thursday 14th
Maths in Sport Incursion
Whole School
Monday 18th
RACV Road Safety
Incursion - Preps

COVID UPDATE
Following last weekend’s announcements, it is now recommended
but not mandatory that children in primary school wear masks.
Parents and carers of students learning onsite are asked to
discuss this with their child/ren. The decision of whether to wear
a mask at school or not will be left to each family. It is important
that the children feel comfortable with the choice made and staff
here will always ensure that they remain supportive and have
each child’s emotional wellbeing in the forefront of everything
they do. At this stage, the rules around staff not having to wear a
mask when directly teaching students, has not changed, but they
can wear one if they choose. All other staff must always wear
masks whilst at school, unless eating or drinking.
Thank you for your continued support and understanding during
this lockdown period. I know many of you are struggling to see
the end in sight, however we continue to work together to ensure
that all students are learning, and our families are safe.
I would also like to thank those members of our community, who
continue to complete random acts of kindness which can often
seem to go unnoticed, but DO mean a great deal. Thank you for
what you do as it is keeping everyone’s spirits up.
PLANNING WEEK- FUN DAY MONDAY
Towards the end of each term, teachers are released for the day to
plan the following term’s work.
We have four days scheduled next week for Remote Learning
before the lockdown is due to end. We are really hopeful that we
are back next Friday and the lockdown restrictions will have been
eased. If that is the case, we want to make the most of every
learning opportunity onsite, full steam ahead towards the end of
the term.
We have decided therefore, to bring the teachers planning day
forward a couple of weeks and this will be on Monday and
Tuesday next week. All class teachers will plan on Monday and
they won't be engaging with their class. On Tuesday, class
teachers will be back continuing on with the Remote Learning
package and the specialist teachers will have their planning day.

What will my child be able to do on Monday?
Firstly, we want the children to start the day with 30 minutes of reading.
We have then put together a number of activities for the children to do. The specialist grid is
available for the children with lots of activities and we have also put together a range of
activities that the children can do for Father’s Day or for someone who is special to the
children (grandparents, uncles, parents etc.) in lieu of the fact that we aren't onsite and
haven't been able to run a stall or complete an in-class activity as we have in previous years.
The children eligible and approved for on-site learning on Monday will be supervised by our
wonderful specialist teachers and they will take them through activities for the day.
WORKS AROUND THE SCHOOL
As mentioned in the last newsletter, one positive out of lockdown is we can get some
emergency works completed while we have less children on site.
It now looks like we will have both the boys and girls ceiling in their toilets repaired after
recent heavy rains caused mould on the ceiling.
During the holidays, we are having the eastern fence which runs along from Burwood Hwy
alongside the church replaced as it is in a state of disrepair.
We are also having our shelter in place audited (our school hall) which is where we go if
there is a bushfire. It may be that we lose some greenery as there needs to be a 10 metre
boundary where little to nothing is flammable. We are awaiting the report on that before we
proceed.
BOOK WEEK CHARACTER
Thank you to everyone who arrived,
at school or online, dressed up as
their favorite book character. Each
morning at 8:30am, the teachers
meet online for a coffee catch up to
discuss how we're all travelling and
it certainly created a lot of laughs
seeing everyone in their favorite
character. This flowed through to
seeing the children either online or
on site as their favorite character.
The children clearly responded in
high numbers, which was great to see.
It's important we have those little moments of celebration and try and keep those moments
of laughter and joy there for the children and for us all around them. Seeing kids laughing
and enjoying themselves is what makes a happy school environment.
2022 PREP TRANSITION PROGRAM
Our current Prep teachers are putting together some recorded videos of themselves, which
will be sent out to each of the 60 children that are enrolled for Prep next year. This will
include a brief introduction about themselves and a tour of the room.
Last year, we did the same and then towards the end of the year as restrictions eased, we
were able to have the children enter the school in small groups which eventually became
slightly bigger groups by the end of the year. We are hoping to have the same in 2021, but as
you would understand, that is out of our hands at this stage.
Please take care,
Rohan Thompson
Principal.

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

Prep K

Luca S

Luca has shown outstanding commitment to his learning, whilst at home.
He goes above and beyond with all tasks, often doing more than what is
required. Well done Luca, keep up the amazing work!

Prep Y

Daniel T

Daniel, I am so proud of how far you have come in your letter and word
formation. You are really taking your time to make sure that your letters
and words are sitting on the correct lines, and you are seeing that by
taking your time and slowing down, you are able to produce your best
work. Keep up the amazing work.

1D

Milla F

Congratulations Milla on showing great persistence when you are
engaged in literacy activities. You really try to do your best work and
never give up. Your reading and writing is improving with all your hard
work, well done!

1V

David B

For showing how well you can solve worded subtraction problems using
materials to demonstrate. Fabulous job David! Keep up your good work!

1V

Eddie H

For demonstrating how well you know, and can use the split strategy for
subtraction into the hundreds, both on paper and as a mental
computation! You are doing a wonderful job on your learning activities
Eddie! Keep up your amazing work!

1V

Theo E

For demonstrating how well you know, and can use the split strategy for
subtraction into the hundreds. You are doing a wonderful job on your
learning activities Theo! Keep up your amazing work!

1W

Indi S

During our WEBEX Reading session, you worked extremely hard with a
challenging text and persevered with it! I was so impressed with you not
wanting to give up so easily!
Keep up the dedication and determination Indi!

1W

Olive G

During our remote learning activities you are working extremely hard and
willing to have a go! You are always ready to share during our class catch
up sessions! Keep up the hard work Olive!

2L

Lakyn B

For persistence and having a go at all the remote learning tasks during
lockdown 6.0. You have worked hard and presented great work. Well
done Lakyn.

2R

Noah T

For the amazing adjectives you used when describing Spring. You made it
feel like I was in a Spring picture when you wrote about the clear sky,
green trees, bright field and colourful flowers.
Great work Noah!

2W

Oliver B

Oliver has had a fantastic week of remote learning and made a huge effort
with all activities. I really loved the extra work for his Wushka book and
the video he made to demonstrate friction after he read a book about
Forces. You are a star Oliver !

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

3/4B

Janelle D

For doing an amazing Passion Speech on Flipgrid about fishing. Janelle,
you spoke with so much confidence and it is clear that you have a real
passion for fishing. I love how you included your dad in the video and
showed off your awesome fishing gear. Fabulous work!

3/4H

Josie W

Josie, you did a wonderful job when presenting your Flipgrid speech about
your favourite book, ‘The Land of Stories’. You used a clear voice and gave
great reasons as to why you chose this book. Well done!

3/4H

All of 3/4H!

3/4H, I was absolutely blown away when reading your responses to the
Wellbeing Journal activity on Friday. The positivity and resilience you
expressed, as well as the gratitude for your family, friends and teachers was
incredible!

3/4NP

Dane B

For your fantastic efforts during remote learning! Dane, you have been
attending all our Google Meets and handing in all of your work!
Well done!

3/4R

Neil B

For presenting an amazing Passion Speech about basketball. Neil, you
spoke clearly, with confidence and most importantly with enthusiasm.
You were well prepared and did an outstanding job recording your speech
on Flipgrid. Bravo Neil!!

3/4W

Quinn H

Quinn presented a thoughtful speech on his passion; bike riding. He spoke
with confidence and enthusiasm as he shared interesting facts, including
that the longest bike in the world is 20m long and can carry up to 35
people!!! Brilliant job Quinn!

5G

Pippa N

Pippa submitted videos of her reading this week. She excitedly presented
“I’m Not Scared”, “We’re going on a bear hunt” and “I love monkey” for
her buddy Angus. Her expression was beautiful, she kept the audience
engaged with her varying intonation and spoke softly but at the right
volume. Pippa, I’m so impressed by your reading and by how much time
and effort you put into this for your buddy. Keep it up, you are a
superstar!

5M

Nicko L

Nicko, you have worked so hard on your Remote Learning. I have
enjoyed seeing your responses to all of the tasks and the Productive
Struggle Date Maths and your symmetry task highlighted these efforts.

5U

Jack B

For displaying a growth mindset during Remote Learning. Jack attends all
Google Meets daily, always asking questions to check for understanding.
During our wellbeing check in, thank you for lifting everyone’s spirits by
your song choice ‘Don’t Worry be Happy!’. You brought some laughs by
your positive energy Jack! Keep it up!

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
GRADE

NAME

REASON

6F

Sophie W

Sophie, what an incredible ambassador you are as the president of The
Student Action Team. Thank you for collaborating with the JSC to
promote Book Week for our school community. Your organisation and
enthusiasm transpired into a wonderful day for the whole school.
Thank you.

6G

Ethan G

It is fantastic to see Ethan completing all of his work tasks on Google
Classroom. He is organised and thorough in his responses and this is
pleasing to see. Keep up the great work Ethan.

6R

Lilly B

Lil has shown a high level of commitment to the management of her own
learning during this lockdown. She communicates regularly regarding her
work, persists when faced with challenges and asks questions to solve
problems so that she can complete tasks. Excellent work Lil!

Art

Savannah,
Tennessee
and April T

The whole family showed their creativity when they all decorated a hand
to represent their family. Savannah, Tennessee and April all made fantastic,
bright hands and so did Mum, Dad and Indigo.

Japanese

Ned O

For his constant effort into his Japanese tasks and for not giving up until
he mastered Kanji numbers. Fantastic work, Ned-kun!

Music

Zoe F Prep Y

For her fabulous body percussion composition.
So many different sounds!! Well done.

UNIFORM SHOP BOOKINGS REQUIRED!!
Our uniform shop hours are:
Monday & Thursday morning
9.00am-9.30am
Thursday afternoon
3.00pm-3.30pm

Please call the office to make a booking during these times.
Orders outside these hours can be made through
the Qkr app. & will be given to your child to bring
home when we are back onsite.

⭐ COMPETITION TIME! ⭐
We are inviting kids at home to re-create their vision of what they think Melbourne will look like in
50 years-time!
Kids are welcome to use anything they like to create their vision, including LEGO! We also have
awesome free STEM-aligned resources for both teachers and kids to get plenty of inspiration
from and to get your imagination running!
The one lucky winner will win their class an awesome LEGO prize pack (see pic below!) and
score a family pass to LEGOLAND Discovery Centre so they can enjoy a brick-tastic day out with
their family and also get the chance to build their own custom Minifigure with Master Model
Builder Kieran!
We can’t wait to see all the entries! To enter and to see full terms and conditions, please see the
link below!
https://www.legolanddiscoverycentre.com/melbourne/schools-groups/school-excursions/minicities/

